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I) Budget 2017 - 2018:  Follow up to last year SDMC decisions.  Items purchased for teachers for the beginning of the 
school year (Ink cartridges, journals, binders, etc…).  Approval of PLC Leaders and Grade Chairs mini stipends. 
We are way under projection so we will owe the district a very large amount of money. We will fight to keep 
our team together, but we will not have additional money for purchases. We have some money through 
donations and that will have to get us through.  

II) Lower Enrollment: We have 770 students as of right now. We are 150 students smaller than last year with the 
same number of staff members. We are not sure what the next steps will be from the district, but we have 
shared our desire to maintain our staff this year. Once we know more, we will share with the staff. If there are 
any decisions to be made, we will bring them to SDMC.  

III) Prioritizing funds:  What do we need and where do we start? 
Saturday tutorials and Spring Break (snacks, buses, etc… included), resources for STAAR, support for Reading as 
per our SCHOOL GOALS 

Saturday Tutorials- is this where we think we get the most bang for our buck? If so, how can we make it 
work? We will need at least 3 buses, commitment from teachers to plan and teach on the selected 
Saturdays. Are we willing to go into the red to pay for tutorials? This will be our last big push to meet school 
goals. 
If we do 14 Saturdays between January and May, this is what the budget would look like: 
 $14,750- 3 buses for 5 hours 
 $47,000- staff for 4.5 hours (usually 5, but we will need to cut where possible) 
 $6,000- student incentives and food 
 $67,750 TOTAL 

       
IV) SIP – SCHOOL GOALS.  Reading on grade level is the focus for the lower grades and STAAR success in the upper 

grades.  Voting to approve plan. 

V) Fall Festival (October 14, 2017):  This will need to be postponed until we return to Braeburn.  

VI) Leveling classes: We will level classes so that the instructional environment is best for our students and we will 
have to look at all options for overcrowded classes (there are not as many as usual, but still a couple that are 
too large.)    

VII) Catch up Plan: We need to plan out how we will recover from losing 4 weeks of instruction. Below are the proposed 
ideas for providing additional interventions: 

Catch Up Plan 

Reading 3-5-  

1. Sandles will work with med/low kids. These have already been identified based on previous STAAR data, grades, iStation, HFW, IAT, etc- these 

are kids that should pass this year. 

2. Penders will work with lower kids- very low, including students new to the country. These kids have already been identified. 

3. Piper/DeLeon- will use Measuring Up reading to support 3rd grade students more intensely.  

4. Garmon will flip to reading after writing STAAR. 

Math 3-5-  

1. Simpkins- math support- we need to talk about what this will look like- is this facts? test review? Push in support during independent time so 

teachers can pull out? 

2. Alvarez- monitor and push students on math computer program- this allows class sizes to be smaller, differentiated support for low kids, 

teachers to be able to monitor what is happening and conference with students 

Writing- Garmon- will support McDaniel and Butler. Will pull out identified students. We need to create a plan for which students she pulls out and 

what she is doing with them. 

Reading K-2- Mary Trevino will pull students for HFW support. Need to identify student groups and activities. 


